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Is Your State or Local Government:
´Effective?
´Efficient?
´Providing Good Value?
´How do you know?

Why Governmental
Accounting
and
Financial Reporting
Is—And
d Sh
Should
ld Be—Different
iff
“Governments
“G
t are fundamentally
f d
t ll diff
differentt from
f
ffor‐
profit business enterprises in several important
ways.”
ays.

Key Differences
´Basic
B i Missions/Purposes
i i
/
´Stakeholders
´Processes
P
ffor G
Generating
i R
Revenues
´Budgetary Obligations
´Longevity
L
it and
dP
Powers

The needs
Th
d off users off financial
fi
i l reports
t off
governments and business enterprises differ.
Public accountability is an essential factor.
factor

Suggested Guidelines
Guidelines—
Request for Response
y Request for Response, Suggested Guidelines for

Voluntaryy Reporting
p
g off SEA Performance
f
Information
f
was issued on July 31, 2008
y Comment deadline was October 31, 2008 – 35 written
comments received
y User Forum was held in NYC on November 7, 2008
y Public Hearing was held on November 14, 2008 in
Orlando, Florida in conjunction with the National
L
League
off Ci
Cities’
i ’ 2008
8C
Congress off Ci
Cities
i and
dE
Exposition
ii

S
t dG
id li
P
l
Suggested
Guidelines—Proposal
y Proposed
for
P
d Suggested
S
t d Guidelines
G id li
f Voluntary
V l t

Reporting, SEA Performance Information was issued
on June 30,
30 2009
y Comment deadline was October 30, 2009
y 23 written comments received and webinar conducted
with the Rutgers Public Performance Measurement &
Reporting
p
g Network
y Issuance of final document, Suggested Guidelines for
Voluntaryy Reporting,
p
g SEA Performance
f
Information
f
was June 2010

Reporting—Scope
SEA Reporting
Scope
´What the project is:
« Focus on voluntary reporting
« Focus on suggested guidelines
« Focus
F
on clarifying
l if i GASB’s
GASB’ role
l
´What
Wh t the
th project
j t is
i not:
t
« Establishing performance measures
« Establishing performance benchmarks
« Establishing reporting standards
« Requiring
q
g SEA reporting
p
g

Sole Focus
Of GASB
Efforts

Strategic
Planning
g
or
Program
Activity
Planning

EXTERNAL
REPORTING

Internal
Reporting

Government
Performance
Management
System

Selecting
Performance
Measures

PerformanceBased
Budgeting

Evaluating
Performance
Managing Work
Processes
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2003 Special Report –
GASB 16 Suggested Criteria
1.
2.
33.
4.
5.
6.
7
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14
14.
15.
16.

Purpose and scope
Statement of major goals and objectives
Involvement in establishing
gg
goals and objectives
j
Multiple levels of reporting
Analysis of results and challenges
Focus on key measures
Reliable information
Relevant measures of results
Resources used and efficiency
Citizen and customer perceptions
Comparisons for
f assessing performance
f
Factors affecting results
Aggregation and disaggregation of information
Consistency
Easy to find, access, and understand
Regular and timely reporting

Suggested Guidelines for
Voluntary Reporting
¾ Suggested Guidelines for Voluntary Reporting, SEA

Performance Information composed of three parts:
¾
¾

¾

Four essential components of an effective SEA report
Six qualitative characteristics that are appropriate for
reporting SEA performance information
A discussion of how to effectively communicate SEA
performance information
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Suggested Guidelines for
Voluntary Reporting
¾Suggested guidelines, although voluntary, will assist
governments in improving the quality of their reported
SEA performance information
¾Traditional financial statements provide information
about fiscal and operational accountability but not the
degree to which the government was successful in
helping to maintain or improve the well-being of its
citizens by providing services

E
ti l Components
C
t
Essential
y Provide guidance to assist preparers of SEA reports

in effectively communicating SEA performance
information to users
9 Purpose
p
and Scope
p
9 Major Goals and Objectives
9 Key Measures of SEA Performance
9 Discussion and Analysis of Results and Challenges
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ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS AND USER NEEDS
Essential Components

User Needs

Purpose and Scope

The knowledge of why the information is being reported and
what portion of a government the information relates to.

Major Goals and
Objectives

A basis for determining whether the reported SEA performance
measures are relevant measures of what a government intended to
accomplish (that is, the measures are associated with the goals
and objectives of the program or service).
service)

Key Measures of SEA
Performance

The ability to focus on the key measures of SEA performance
that are most important to report users.
users

Discussion and Analysis
of Results and Challenges

The ability to understand what has been achieved and what has
affected the level of achievement.
achievement
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ELEMENTS OF SEA PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Elements of

Definition

Example

SEA
Performance
Measures
Measures of service efforts
Input measures

Measure the amount of
financial and nonfinancial
resources applied to a
service
i

Financial—cost of road maintenance
Nonfinancial—total lane-miles of
roads used in p
providing
g a service

Measures of service accomplishments
Output
measures

Measure the quantity of
services provided; A
quality requirement may
b iincluded
be
l d d

Number of lane-miles of road repaired
or the number of lane-miles of road
repaired to a certain minimum
satisfactory
ti f t
condition
diti

Outcome
measures

Measure the results
associated with the
provision of services; may
include measures of public
perceptions of results

Percentage of roads in good or
excellent condition, or the residents’
rating of the smoothness of the roads

Measures relating service efforts to service accomplishments
Cost-output
measures

Measure the resources
used per unit of output or
the cost per unit of output

Cost per lane-mile of road maintained
or more specifically, resurfaced or
seal-coated

Cost–outcome
measures

Measure the resources
used per unit of outcome
or result, or the cost per
unit of outcome or result

Cost per lane-mile of road maintained
in good or excellent condition
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Qualitative Characteristics
Provide further guidance in the application of the

essential components—assist users in
comprehending and assessing government programs
and services
Characteristics that the information needs to possess
9Timeliness
9Understandability
9Comparability
C
bili
9Consistency
9Relevance
9Reliability
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QUALITATIVE CHARACTERISTICS AND USER NEEDS
Qualitative

User Needs

Characteristics
Relevance

The ability to assess the level of accomplishment of a government’s
goals and objectives with potentially significant accountability or
decision-making implications.

Understandability

SEA performance information that is readily comprehendible.

Comparability

A clear frame of reference for assessing the SEA performance of a
government and its agencies,
g
g
, departments,
p
,p
programs,
g
, and services.

Timeliness

SEA performance information issued while it is still of value in
assessing accountability and making decisions.

Consistency

A basis for comparing similar SEA performance information over time.

Reliability

SEA performance information that is verifiable, free from bias and a
faithful representation
p
of what it p
purports
p
to represent.
p
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EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION
 Provide

further guidance on the effective
communication of SEA performance information
9 Intended

Audiences
9 Forms of Communication
9 Multiple Levels of Reporting
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APPENDIXES
9Appendix
9A
di A:
A Illustrations
Ill t ti
9Appendix B: Background Information
9Appendix C: Board Considerations
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AGA and Rutger
s Public
Rutger’s
Performance
Meas rement and Reporting
Measurement
Network Colaborative
Toolkit Website
www performancereporting org
www.performancereporting.org
S
Separate
t toolkit
t lkit discussion
di
i session—Thursday
i
Th d att 1
1:30
30
20
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Questions?
Lisa R. Parker, CPA
Project Manager
Governmental Accounting Standards Board
401 Merritt 7, Norwalk, CT 06856‐5116
E‐mail—lrparker@gasb.org
Telephone—(203)956‐5351
( )
Web Sites—www.gasb.org and www.seagov.org
T lki web
Toolkit
b site—www.performancereporting.org
i
f
i

